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Introduction

This Astragalomancy system was devised over the course of three years to offer clear and
understandable readings. Geomancy and ancient Oracle dice found at various sites in the
Mediterranean basin are what inspired the creation of this system. Parts of this modern version
are customizable as not everyone approaches the exact same deities. I hope it’ll be just as
much a help and beneficial tool to you as it has for me.

General Note
In order to clarify things if you are asking a complicated question while using this system, odd
numbers are to be interpreted as a “yes” while even numbers are to be interpreted as a “no.”
The reason for this is visualization, an odd number can be imbalanced allowing for more wiggle
room. Remember: Odd numbers are considered “yes” while even numbers are considered “no.”

D20:
Deities presiding over the same or similar qualities to the ones provided. These are to be
approached depending on the question and situation. Two or three rolls are recommended. Can
be any material however stone, wood or metal are recommended. Think of this section as: “who
do I ask for help?” 1-16 are customizable as far as which deity is which but the meanings have
to stay. The way they are ordered is customizable.



1: Primal Deuoi
2: Rural prosperity/fertility
3: Artaois- A god of magic, mystery and kingship.
4: Thunderer
5: Trickster
6: Carnonos- a god of liminality, great changes and death.
7: Sirona- a goddess of stars and the the night sky
8: Gobanos - A god of the forge and craftsmen.
9: Rosmerta- A goddess of mead, prosperity and work
10: Lugus- god of skills, virility and war
11: Nantosuelta- goddess of earth, fire and fertility
12: Succellos - a god of boundaries and agriculture.
13: Belenos -A warrior Sun god of healing
14: Nemetona- Goddess of sacred spaces
15:The Anderoi/Ancestors
16: The Anderoi of Malice/malevolent spirits
17: Question is irrelevant
18: Question is from illusions made by others
19: Question is from illusions made by the self
20: No answer at this time.

One Die:
This section is for simple questions.
Odd numbers are considered “Yes”
Even numbers are considered “no”

1- chaos/opportunity: your call, the ball is in your court.
2-order/balance: No real need to worry/things will flow
3-continuity: keep going as is but check later
4-The home/self/shrine: ask for help.
5-change/conflict/crossroads: make a choice/you will need to make a choice.
6-stasis/road: you’re in it for the long haul, branching off isn’t recommended; check later.

Two Dice:
You will need two dice of different color or material for this section. One will be designated as
“divine” and the other will be “mundane”. If the larger number is on the die designated “divine”



the meaning is positive. If the larger number is on the die designated “mundane” the meaning is
negative. Think of this section for “how and why” questions.

● Divine = The spiritual aspect of the question/the big picture.
● Mundane = The Earthly/what is around you.

12: Bridge - The next step/see what happens.
11: Pyre - Letting go for the better/Loss Regardless, something will be taken, lost or someone
will depart. This is basically telling you to brace yourself.
10 (5+5):The world - Very hard to mess up, you’re golden. This one is self explanatory.
10 (6+4): Beacon - You’re in the clear/tread lightly. Things are at a beginning, your actions will
determine the outcome. So if you rolled a positive meaning, a mistake will trip you up.
9 (4+5):Temple - Give thanks/ask for help. A more solitary version of the town meaning.
9 (3+6): No control/Acceptance. Kind of self explanatory.
8 (4+4): Wal -  So you messed up and have to back track or find another way around or out. If
you thought you were going forward, you won’t.
8 (2+6): Tower - You're doing well/Fix your shit.  You’re most likely alone so brace yourself, it’s
rude or die.
8 (5+3): Town - Strengthen yourself/Reach out.  This one is the tower’s opposite
relationships/community but focused on you.
7 (1+6): Standing stone - Be vigilant/You should have been paying attention, be careful for now.
Stay cautious or it’s your last chance to try and avoid a problem.
7 (2+5): Camp  -Consolidate/Scatter. This is a more urgent version of the house meaning.
7 (3+4): Cabin - Selfmade for others/Self-centered. This is a mental health focused one. Are you
really growing/benefiting in your situation?
6 (3+3): Road - Keep moving. This one is basic, if you get it in the negative aspect you’re
running the gauntlet or just need to focus on you and only you.
6 (2+4): House - You're at a good place/You need to move to greener pastures. Think of this as
a heads up for growth or change or to consolidate any gains.
6 (1+5): Harvest - Continue as you are/Something needs to change before this gets worse. A
nicer version of the tower card in tarot, you have some time to adjust or to tie up any loose
ends.
5 (1+4): Cairn - Be at ease/A great loss is near. Relax or accept what’s heading your way.
5 (2+3): Cave - Be patient/Be quick. This is meant to be read as is it a good idea to keep moving
or to stay put for a bit.
4 (2+2): Tunnel - Focus on your goals. Basically focus on what’s important and the rest will fall
into place.
4 (1+3):  Map - You have a plan/You're lost. This focuses on you, your perception and your
perceived situation as well as any changes you’re aiming for.
3 (2+1): Village - Your social life is stable/Your social life is due to change. This affects
relationships with friends and family.
2: Balance - No answer/irrelevant.


